The names of 25 of your fellow students and teachers who have been active in protesting the War in Viet Nam were sent by the University of Michigan Administration to the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC).

Why?

Last Thursday, a confrontation was forced on Vice-Presidents Cutler and Smith by 50 students to find out why.

We found out.

We found out that our administration here at the U-M loves the U-M — especially its buildings, its pay scales, its defense contracts, even its administrators, but not its faculty and certainly not its students.

We found out that our administration here at U-M believes fiercely in protecting individual liberties — even if that means on occasion some individuals be sacrificed to HUAC's red-necked, white-livered, blue-groined patriots.

We found out that our administration here at U-M is as adept at rationalizing its actions, no matter how immoral, as the regime in Washington is in justifying its presence in Viet Nam, no matter how many bodies are burnt.

We found out that our administration here at U-M wants us to love them no matter where they kick us.

We found out that our administration here at U-M is quite willing not only to sacrifice others, but also to manipulate and to lie right into the teeth of its students and faculty, while arrogantly insisting that we nod our heads in good fellowship with them.

Here, too, by the University of Michigan Administration we found out that our administration here at U-M is run by people (unable to understand), the following words:

'It is enough that some flowering should occur
A little wheat for the feasts
A little vine for remembrance
A little water for the dust.'

A detailed report follows.

Funds are urgently needed to continue our fight against the U-M — especially its buildings, its pay scales, its defense contracts, even its administrators. We need funds to continue our fight against the University, especially its buildings, its pay scales, its defense contracts, even its administrators.

Make checks payable to: Voice Political Party 2534 S. A

We found out that the administration here at U-M is as willing to manipulate the faculty, no matter how immoral, as the regime in Washington is in justifying its presence in Viet Nam, no matter how many bodies are burnt.

We found out that our administration here at U-M is as willing to manipulate the faculty, no matter how immoral, as the regime in Washington is in justifying its presence in Viet Nam, no matter how many bodies are burnt.